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Agenda

Australian Red Cross grew its mid-value program by $1m in just nine months.
Here’s how we did it:

1. Understand your mid-value donors.
2. Design a mid-value case for support.
3. Deliver and measure.



Background to Red Cross’ mid-value program

Conversion of disaster 
mid-donors into tax and 
festive givers.
Propensity scoring to find 
prospects in the standard 
base.
A digital ACQ journey to 
attract brand-new ARC 
donors at mid-value.

Acquire

Develop a ‘one-to-some’ 
experience for higher 
mid-value givers.
Build a second-gift 
strategy for new mid 
donors.
Aim for a 30% campaign 
response rate. 

Retain

Develop new fundraising 
products aimed at mids.
Grow the mid-value 
program’s revenue by 
20% in FY22-23.
Double MV income by 
FY27.

Grow



Lenny’s favourite mid-value CX questions
Tell me about you
• What current issues or causes are of particular interest to you? Why are they important? 

Describe our mission
• How would you describe our mission? What causes / areas come to mind?
• What other organisations / charities address this issue effectively? How do we compare?

Describe your experience with us
• Tell us about your experience with us. What was great about it, or wasn’t. 

Other organisations and the charitable sector
• What other charities do you support? Tell me more about them.
• Do you give at an equal value, less, or more each year to each of the other charities?
• Have you considered maximising your charitable impact by consolidating your contributions by giving one large gift to a charity each year?

Your perfect charity
• What does impact look like to you? What makes you feel like you’ve made a difference?



A case study from the CX interviews

I’m retired. Had worked 
for the Greens. Very 

environmentally aware

I give to many charities 
at tax and Christmas. 

Will give more when it’s 
urgent.

Interested in giving 
more to less to 

maximise my impact, 
but I’d expect a deeper 

relationship. 

I am generally not highly 
responsive, I am quite 

considered and rational 
in my charitable giving.



Principles for building a strong mid-value case 
for support

• Inspire me
• Make me feel proud 

by seeing you in the 
media

• Help me see impact 
and feel good about 
my choice

• Make me feel like I 
am making a 
difference

• Stories, stats and 
facts

• Share more complex 
projects

• Their Choice
• Right place right 

time
• Right commitment
• Right ask
• Right channel

• Tell me how to 
make a bigger 
impact

• Talk about longer 
term projects

Cut through the 
noise

Be memorable & 
engaging

Don’t sell to me.
Educate me. On their terms. Build a connection



Start off with alignment on intentions

What kind of experience do you want your mid-value donors to have?

What do you want them to think and feel?

What insights do you have?

What do you wish to know?

Who will be your champions and story tellers?

What victory are you asking mid-value donors to help your charity achieve?



How we approach the process

❑ Curiosity
❑ Vulnerability
❑ Discovery (workshop)
❑ Tailoring



Curiosity

“The greatest problem with communication is we don’t listen to 
understand. We listen to reply. When we listen with curiosity, we 
don’t listen with the intent to reply. We listen for what’s behind 

the words.”

― Roy T. Bennett, The Light in the Heart



Why does this matter?

Sometimes, we’re so eager to execute that we don’t step back, pause, ask questions, ask more questions, wait, and 
then wait some more for the breakthrough.

Without curiosity we would not have uncovered the really “juicy” insights that we discovered in the workshop, I’ll 
come to the juicy stuff soon…



Vulnerability

“Vulnerability is the core, the heart, the centre, of meaningful 
human experiences.”

― Brené Brown, Daring Greatly



Why does this matter?

Fundraising perspective - “What do I want the donor to think and feel?” “What is the donor’s role in the story?” 
“What is the special opportunity that the donor is being exposed to?”

Programs perspective - “This is what we do.”, “This is WHY we do it in a specific way with specialists and 
experts”.

Brand perspective - “This is how we want to be seen as a brand and remembered in the minds of our supporters.”



Workshop

Uncover shared perspectives

What will move people and why

Tailoring the offer

Interrogating the space in between the current 
situation and the ideal outcome

1

2
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Uncovering shared perspectives

SITUATION OUTCOME



Problem and solution table



Audience tensions

Your cause Their life



Tailoring the offer to appeal to them



Yeah, but how?



Yeah, but how?



Yeah, but how?



Yeah, but how?

SITUATION OUTCOME

What happens here?
How do you get from the situation to the outcome? 

Costs, procedures, staff members, experts, etc.



Yeah, but how?



The ”juicy” bit!



Storytelling

“What we do is badass”
- Beth Comstock



Look for the “juicy” bits!

❑ Is it memorable?

❑ Can you find detailed information about it online, or is it internal knowledge?

❑ After the workshop, did you walk away learning something new?

❑ Will your donors find that information informative, educational or impressive?

❑ Will your donors be proud of it and want to talk about it with their friends and family?



Enhancing the experience

What enhancements can you apply to your communications outside of direct mail?

• 121 phone calls

• Videos (first person/hand-held, lo-fi not high production)

• Plain/non-designed emails from unexpected voices from the organisation (or donors, or staff)

• What are some memorable ways to thank them? Can you pre-record a personal audio message for them?

• Can you invite them to F2F event or webinar? (Bring them closer to the organisation)



In summary

Curiosity & 
Vulnerability

Spotlight the juicy bits

Tailor your proposition

Create alignment on intentions by asking questions across the organisation about the types of experiences, 
knowledge and impact you want mid-value donors to have. To discover these valuable insights,  listen with 
curiosity and lean into vulnerability. Try it out and you’ll be surprised what shared perspectives you uncover to 
inform your giving program.  There are no ‘silly’ questions.

Incorporate rich storytelling and spotlighting! Find those ‘juicy bits.’ Charities are great at describing what they 
do, but you need to dig deeper to reveal what makes your organisation memorable and use that to connect with 
your audience. Tailoring your narrative to spotlight the ‘juicy’ details and impact your donors don’t already know is 
what inspires them to give.  Tell them something they don’t know.

Tailor the proposition to mid-value donors’ needs and wants.  Once you’ve perfected your narrative, tailor your 
proposition to meet your donors needs, values and wants. The CX work coupled with the workshop = knowledge 
you can use to craft persuading communications across multiple channels.



How we delivered on the strategic intentions (tax 2021)

Make them feel special 
Host exclusive events that introduce them to 
program leaders and beneficiaries. Integrate 
this into a multichannel journey along with a 
strong CTA.

Show them the impact
Share the juicy wins – even the 
internal emails from manager to 
team with success stories. 

Bring them closer to your team
Introduce mid-value donors to the specialist 
team members they’re investing in.



How we delivered these strategic intentions (festive 2021)

Don’t sell to me
Special report from a program 
leader gives MV donors more 
stories and the nitty-gritty of the 
programs they fund. 

Be transparent 
Supply a budget breakdown on the 
programs they are investing in. 

‘The impact you can have’ 
helps the donor understand their 
role. To see how they can make a 
difference.



A new mid-value fundraising product catered to their needs

"Sustained impact, sustained giving, offers 
Red Cross the confidence that it can serve 
the community’s needs for today and 
tomorrow, no matter what they might be."

Speak to your donor’s values. Let them see themselves 
in the story because they are that kind of person.



Preliminary income growth results so far

26% growth in mid-value 
tax giving. 

Driving up revenue by 
$275K 



Preliminary income growth results so far

116% growth in mid-value festive 
giving.

Driving income up by an extra $523K 
YOY.



Preliminary results so far (new fundraising product)

Total income 
received

$250,000 in Year 1.

$600K pledged for the next 
three years.

Confirmed 
pledgers

41 (82% to target with 3 
weeks left in market)

Intenders 6

Considerers 36

Hot Leads 84



TITLE GOES
HERE OLUPTA
VOLUPTA


